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ABSTRACT
Rhythmic perception-action coupling through
sensorimotor synchronization has been studied with
non-verbal, simple and complex auditory signals like
a metronome and music. Applications of the
paradigm to language are relatively rare, but could
provide a valuable tool for investigating rhythm
perception in speech. The aim of the present study is
to compare sensorimotor synchronisation with simple
non-verbal and verbal stimuli.
Twenty-nine English-speaking participants tapped
in synchrony with, and after listening to, a set of pure
tones and simple syllables at three different tempi.
Synchronisation to the vowel onset of verbal stimuli
was comparable to the synchronisation to the acoustic
onset of simple tones. Stability of inter-tap intervals
decreased in the non-synchronised continuation
condition at a slower tempo. These findings suggest
that similar perceptual mechanisms are in place for
simple auditory stimuli, regardless of their origin and
complexity, and support the idea that processing and
encoding of linguistic prosody relies on general
aspects of the perceptual and motor system.
Keywords: speech rhythm; rhythm perception;
sensorimotor synchronisation; movement.
1. INTRODUCTION
Rhythm perception in music is sometimes viewed as
based on the extraction of a beat – a steady, repeating
(and therefore predictable), subjectively prominent
pulse that can be tracked even among temporal
irregularities of a complex signal [9]. The perceived
beat is known to evoke time-locked body movements
in listeners, most readily observable in dance or other
forms of embodied responses to music. In healthy
individuals, such beat perception and synchronisation
do not require much conscious effort. Moving to the
beat of music is a natural and widespread response to
a subjectively experienced beat.
A growing body of research has exploited this
ability of external, rhythmically structured events to
entrain movement. The sensorimotor synchronisation
(SMS) paradigm has been developed and successfully
utilised as a laboratory tool to study rhythm
perception and production, as well as the properties
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of the human timing system by observing how a
motor action (e.g. finger tapping) is temporally
coordinated with an external auditory event [2, 17].
In contrast, the nature of linguistic rhythm has
been a matter of controversial debates [3, 19]. Neither
speech production research [1, 6], nor perception
experiments [13, 15] have helped to resolve the
controversy. The present study aims to test a new
movement-based paradigm to address the issue.
SMS with language has been studied only rarely
[e.g. 8, 11] as it is generally agreed that in contrast to
music, language does not naturally entrain movement
[4]. Moreover, SMS with language displays a high
amount of variation in comparison to SMS with
music, cf. coefficients of variation of 30% vs. 4%,
respectively (after [4]). Yet despite the issue of an
increased variability, SMS seems to capture some
core properties of rhythmic variation both between
languages [11] and within a language [8].
The SMS performance might appear poorer with
language than with music because acoustic targets of
synchronisation are more difficult to define. For this
reason, previous studies of SMS with language [8, 11]
avoided to apply any common measures of
synchronisation accuracy [2] and calculated measures
of tapping variability instead. Alternatively, this
methodological issue might be alleviated by using a
non-synchronised continuation (NSC) paradigm
where listeners are asked to tap the perceived rhythm
after they had listened to an auditory prompt [20].
The present study aimed: (1) to provide evidence
on the lowest limit of SMS variability with language;
(2) to identify the most likely acoustic anchors for
SMS in verbal stimuli; (3) to compare SMS to NSC,
in order to guide methodological decisions on the
choice of an appropriate movement paradigm in
future research.
2. METHOD
2.1. Stimuli

The overall experiment included different types of
stimuli, though this paper focuses on the comparison
between (1) pure tones and (2) simple syllables.
The set of pure-tone stimuli contained high (H,
260 Hz) and low (L, 130 Hz) tones, created in Praat.
The verbal set contained monosyllables [bi] and [bu]

(reminiscent of real English words bee and boo),
produced by a native male speaker of Greek with fully
voiced stop closures. The pitch was normalised to 130
Hz with a slight declination slope. Both syllables and
tones were 250 ms in duration, each followed by a 50ms silence. They were then combined into sequences
with three inter-onset intervals (IOI) between targets:
300, 600 and 1200 ms (see Table 1). The created 12
stimuli in three different tempi of target occurrence:
fast (300 ms IOI), intermediate (600 ms IOI) and slow
(1200 ms IOI). These stimuli were repeated 20 times
in SMS tasks and 10 times in NSC tasks.
Table 1: Outline of the material design.

Stimulus Target
Tonal
Verbal

L
H
bi
bu

300
L
H
bi
bu

IOI (ms)
600
1200
LH
LHHH
HL
HLLL
bi bu
bi bu bu bu
bu bi
bu bi bi bi

2.2. Participants

Twenty-nine native English-speaking participants (8
male, mean age: 23 years) took part in this research.
They self-reported no known history of speech,
writing or hearing problems, and no motor disorders.
2.3. Tasks and procedure

Prior to the SMS experiment, participants were asked
to fill in an online questionnaire that ran the relevant
health checks (see 2.2) and collected some
demographic information.
Participants were then asked to perform a
selection of tests from the Battery for the Assessment
of Auditory Sensorimotor Timing Abilities
(BAASTA) [5]. The tests included (1) tapping to a
metronome at 450 and 600 ms IOI, and (2) self-paced
tapping at the individually most comfortable speed
and at the fastest possible speed.
During the main phase of the experiment, all
stimuli were tested with two tasks: synchronisation
(SMS) and continuation (NSC). When synchronising,
participants were presented with 20 repetitions of
each stimulus and asked to tap the index finger of
their dominant hand in time with the prompted target
[2] (see Table 1). When continuing a rhythmic
pattern, participants were requested to listen silently
to 10 repetitions of the stimulus first and then tap its
rhythm once the auditory playback had stopped. The
task order was counterbalanced using the Latinsquare design. All stimuli were presented in a random
order.
The data were collected on a Roland HandSonic
drum pad and a Dell Latitude 7390 laptop. The
overall duration of the experiment varied across
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individual session but overall, it was no longer than
45 minutes.
2.4. Analyses

A set of measures was calculated to describe the
degree of synchrony between produced taps and
acoustic targets [2, 17]. Acoustic targets under
scrutiny here were the local maximum amplitude and
the stimulus onset in case of pure tones, or the
maximum amplitude, the syllable and vowel onset in
case of verbal stimuli.1
We ran mixed-model statistics due to an
imbalanced dataset (participant was the only random
intercept). The following measures of SMS
performance were tested as dependent variables:
 Absolute asynchronies (AA, see 3.1): the
models were fit for the tonal and the verbal
stimuli separately. For pure tones, predictors
included acoustic target (onset vs. maximum
amplitude), prompted target (H vs. L), IOI (300,
600, 1200 ms) and individual AA performance
with the metronomes (mean AA at 450 and 600
ms). For verbal stimuli, the fixed effect structure
was similar, with the notable differences of
acoustic target (which had 3 levels – syllable
onset,2 vowel onset, timestamp of the maximum
amplitude) and prompted target (which had the
two levels [bi] and [bu]). We only tested for one
interaction – acoustic and prompted target – to
check if synchronisation anchors may change for
different prompts.
 Signed asynchronies (SA, see 3.2): as above, the
tonal and the spoken stimuli were treated in two
separate models due to their differences in the
plausibly assumed acoustic targets of
synchronisation. But in contrast to AA models,
participant’s SA with the metronomes was used
as the measure of individual SMS performance.
 SMS consistency (see 3.3): the dependent
variable here was the standard error of
asynchrony (SE). An effect structure similar to
the above (AA/SA) was adopted, though the
measure of individual SMS ability was
participant’s SE with the metronomes.
NSC was evaluated by measuring the variability of
inter-tap intervals (ITI) and comparing it to SMS. For
this, we calculated the coefficient of variation CV of
the ITIs, following the formula in (1) (see 3.4), and fit
a model with the fixed predictors stimulus type (tonal
vs. verbal), task (SMS vs. NSC), IOI (300, 600, 1200
ms) and the individual variability of spontaneous
tapping in self-paced and fast conditions. In this
model, we tested for all possible 2-way interactions.
𝑆𝐷(𝐼𝑇𝐼)

(1) 𝐶𝑉(𝐼𝑇𝐼) = (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐼𝑇𝐼)) × 100

3. RESULTS
3.1. Absolute asynchronies

AA shows the synchronisation accuracy (in % of the
target IOI) for an acoustic target and a produced tap.
Larger AA indicates lower SMS accuracy.
3.1.1. Tonal stimuli
The best-fit model for AA with tones showed an
effect of IOI (F(2)=61.8, p<0.001), acoustic target
(F(1)=163.4, p<0.001) and prompted target
(F(1)=25.3, p<0.001). Accordingly, AA was larger
for 300 than 600 ms IOI (14.0% vs. 9.3%, t=3.8,
p<0.001) and again larger for 600 than 1200 ms (9.3%
vs. 0.5%, t=7.2, p<0.001). The model further
identified that the intensity maximum was a poor
synchronisation anchor in these stimuli: the accuracy
improved by approximately 12.6% when measured
with respect to an acoustic stimulus onset in
comparison to a local amplitude maximum (t=12.8,
p<0.001). Participants’ synchrony with the stimulus
onset was slightly better in L than in H tone sequences
(4.4% vs. 9.3%, t=5.0, p<0.001).
Moreover, participants who tapped with larger
asynchronies to a fast-paced metronome (450 ms
IOI), also had larger AA values with the tonal stimuli
(F(1)=17.9, p<0.001). In contrast, their performance
with the slow-paced metronome (600 ms IOI) did not
matter for this task.
3.1.2. Verbal stimuli
The best-fit model for AA with speech showed a main
effect of IOI (F(2)=73.0, p<0.001) and an interaction
of acoustic and prompted target (F(2)=9.7, p<0.001).
In keeping with the results for the tonal stimuli, AA
was larger for 300 than 600 ms IOI (8.8% vs. 6.1%,
t=4.8, p<0.001) and again larger for 600 than 1200 s
(6.1% vs. 2.0%, t=7.2, p<0.001). The interaction
essentially demonstrated that the location of the
intensity maximum served as a poor tap attractor for
[bu] but not [bi] (9.5% vs. 5.7%, t=4.8, p<0.001). For
[bi], the syllable onset was a slightly better acoustic
target than the vowel onset (3.9% vs. 6.1%). A similar
trend was found for [bu], but the effect did not reach
the set significance level (5.4% vs. 3.9%, t=1.8,
p=0.065). Once again, participants’ tapping
performance with a fast-paced metronome was
indicative of their performance with the verbal stimuli
(F(1)=18.1, p<0.001).

the synchronisation target and ran two models,
looking for a converging performance between SMS
to pure tones and SMS to spoken stimuli (with either
the syllable or the vowel onset as the acoustic target
of synchronisation in that latter case). The difference
between AA of tonal and verbal stimuli was only
significant for syllable (F(1)=4.8, p<0.05) but not
vowel onsets.
3.2. Signed asynchronies

SA shows if a tap preceded or followed an acoustic
target of synchronisation. A negative value (in % of
the target IOI) indicates that the tap anticipated the
synchronisation target.
3.2.1. Tonal stimuli
The best-fit model for SA with tones included IOI
(F(2)=61.8, p<0.001) and acoustic target
(F(1)=163.4, p<0.001) as the only significant effects.
Accordingly, taps tended to precede acoustic targets
at the shortest IOI of 300 ms (-7.1%) but followed the
target at longer IOIs of 600 or 1200 ms (3-5%, t>5.8,
p<0.001). If the acoustic target was defined by an
intensity maximum, taps showed a relatively large
negative asynchrony (-15.3%, t=11.0, p<0.001).
3.2.2. Verbal stimuli
The best-fit model for SA with verbal stimuli
included IOI (F(2)=23.8, p<0.001) and an interaction
of acoustic and prompted target (F(2)=3.6, p<0.05).
In contrast to SMS with tones, SMS with speech
differed significantly at each IOI. Measured at the
vowel onset, the delay was -4.3% at 300 ms vs. 5.6%
at 600 ms (t=6.9, p<0.001) vs. -1.7% at 1200 ms
(t=3.9, p<0.001).
Once again, we found differences between SMS
with [bi] vs. [bu] that only arose for the intensity
maximum as the potential synchronisation target,
with [bu] having a negative SA of -16.1% and [bi] a
negative SA of -2.0%, t=3.3, p<0.001).
3.2.3. Tonal and verbal stimuli compared
Again, we compared synchronisation with tonal and
spoken stimuli in a single model (see 3.1.3).
Accordingly, tonal and verbal stimuli differed
significantly if the syllable onset was considered the
target (F(1)=11.1, p<0.001) but not if the vowel onset
was the synchronisation anchor.

3.1.3. Tonal and verbal stimuli compared

3.3. SMS consistency

To compare SMS of tonal and spoken stimuli in a
single model, we removed the intensity maximum as

SE (again in % of IOI) captures the SMS consistency
by examining the standard error of asynchronies.
Larger values indicate poorer SMS.
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3.3.1. Tonal stimuli
The best-fit model for SE with tones included IOI
(F(2)=13.8, p<0.001) and acoustic target (F(1)=5.3,
p<0.05). Tapping variability was higher at slower
tempi (300/600 ms vs. 1200 ms, t>4.4, p<0.001). If
the intensity maximum was chosen as the SMS
anchor, SE decreased by 0.4% (t=2.3, p<0.05).
Finally, SE with both metronomes was predictive of
the participants’ SE with tones (450 ms IOI: F(1)=7.4,
p<0.05; 600 ms IOI: F(1)=5.5, p<0.05).
3.3.2. Verbal stimuli
The best-fit model for SE with verbal stimuli had IOI
(F(2)=98.3, p<0.001) and acoustic target (F(2)=3.6,
p<0.05). Accordingly, tap variability decreased at
longer IOIs (300/600 ms: 1.5/1.1%, t=5.7, p<0.001;
600/1200 ms: 1.1/0.5%, t=8.1, p<0.001). SMS with
the vowel onset increased SE, as compared to the
syllable onset or the intensity maximum (with
identical results for both comparisons, 1.3% vs. 1.1%,
t=2.3, p<0.05). Participants who tapped more
variably to a slow-paced metronome (600 ms IOI),
also had higher SE when tapping with verbal stimuli
(F(1)=8.6, p<0.01).
3.1.3. Tonal and verbal stimuli compared
When SE of tonal and verbal stimuli were compared
in a single model (similar to 3.1.3 and 3.2.3), no
significant differences in variability were unveiled.
3.4. ITI consistency

The final measure captures the tapping consistency in
SMS vs. NSC by examining the degree of variability
across all inter-tap intervals (ITI). The higher the CV
value, the less consistent the SMS/NSC performance.
The best-fit model produced an effect of stimulus
type (F(1)=8.2, p<0.01) and an interaction of IOI and
task (F(2)=93.3, p<0.001). Movement to tonal stimuli
was slightly more variable than movement to spoken
stimuli (4.3% vs. 4.0%, t=2.9, p<0.01). Figure 1
displays the interaction of IOI and task. At the
shortest IOI, NSC showed slightly less variability
than SMS (0.8%, t=3.8, p<0.001). However, SMS
became increasingly less variable at larger IOIs while
the opposite was true for NSC. The effect was smaller
at 600 ms IOI (1%, t=4.6, p<0.001) and relatively
large at 1200 ms IOI (3%, t=15.3, p<0.001).
4. DISCUSSION
The study demonstrated that SMS accuracy and
variability with verbal prompts can be comparable to
the performance obtained with tonal stimuli. Using a
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distractor paradigm for SMS [18], previous research
has similarly shown that the discrepancy between
music and speech in their ability to disturb SMS
disappeared when they shared the same meter [4].
Unexpectedly, spoken stimuli could even help to
slightly reduce the ITI variability in comparison to
tonal stimuli. The effect might be due to a richer
harmonic structure of speech as compared to pure
tones, given that spectral discontinuities [21] and rise
time of the amplitude envelope [10] are likely to be
of critical importance for the perceptual extraction of
a rhythmic event.
Furthermore, the results showed that the most
likely acoustic anchors for SMS with verbal stimuli
were the vowel (and not the syllable) onsets. In
contrast, local intensity maxima served as poor SMS
anchors in all stimuli, and they are also known to be
poor predictors of the p-centre location [12]. Given
voicing during the bilabial closure in our verbal
stimuli, a tone onset and a syllable onset of speech
were acoustically very similar. However, the vowel
onset displayed the moment of the largest spectral
discontinuity and was more comparable to the tone
onset in terms of its ability to carry pitch.
Finally, our comparison of tapping consistency
between SMS and NSC revealed that SMS was
superior to NSC at slower tempi. SMS performance
benefitted from the well-established subdivision
effect [16] which NSC lacked. If, as we assume, the
investigated IOIs may correspond to a syllable rate
(300 ms), an inter-stress interval (600 ms) and a
phrase-level interval (1200 ms) in real speech, NSC
is likely to result in misleading conclusion about the
most relevant, higher levels of rhythmic organisation.
The present study contributed to the understanding
of beat perception in language using SMS-based
paradigms. Our findings suggest that beat perception
relies on a domain-general mechanism that can be
engaged by verbal and tonal stimuli alike. These
results support the idea that processing and encoding
of linguistic prosody relies on general aspects of the
perceptual and motor system [14].
Figure 1: Tapping consistency (means and standard
errors of ITI) comparing SMS and NSC. The three
IOIs are indicated in different shades of blue.
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_______________________________
1
The total duration of [b] was approximately 35 ms in both
verbal prompts, i.e. syllable and vowel onsets differed only
minimally.
2

Syllable onset was measured from the onset of voicing in
[b].

